Wireless for Long Term Managed Care can increase your
bottom line.
Wireless for long term managed care doesn’t have to be difficult. As technology costs fall, more and
more long term care facilities are increasingly using wireless technology to lower costs, improve
services and increase quality of care, while proving an amenity to residents and visitors of senior
living communities.

How does wireless for long term managed care lower costs and increase quality of
care?
Installing a wireless infrastructure can enable the use of hand held wireless devices such as tablets or
netbooks that staff can run critical care applications that access the facility’s information systems
anywhere that care is delivered. This can result in double digit efficiency in providing expedient care,
reducing errors from outdated documentation and provide critical support in situations that require the
need for real-time data. Give us a call at 800 266-3585 to find out how GuestLinX can provide a
turnkey solution to meet your needs.

Wireless for long term managed care provides convenience and safety to patients
and their visitors.
Assisted living residents and their visitors today are carrying mobile/wireless devices from simple
phone calls to running their lives and businesses. Providing a wireless Internet connection is a critical
convenience and amenity that can boost resident satisfaction and comfort. Managing RF interference
from sensitive instrumentation is vital to every facility. By providing wireless accessibility in certain
safe zones, residents and their visitors have additional options and convenience when it’s required to
turn cell phones off.
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Wireless Security
As businesses across all industries are deploying wireless networks to take advantage of the flexibility
wireless affords, it does come at a cost in terms of security. GuestLinX recognizes the various
vulnerabilities present in utilizing wireless networks and takes every precaution in protecting every
network it designs and deploys against would be intruders. A few ways GuestLinX prevents
intrusions is by correctly configuring equipment to use proper authentication and full-length mixed
case alphanumeric passwords, as well as network traffic intrusion detection systems where warranted.
We understand every industry and enterprise has their own set of unique requirements, business
pressures and competitive challenges that we must consider and adapt for compliance issues.

A Wireless Solution You Can Trust
With a GuestLinX secure network, all residents will be able to stay in touch with family members and
friends through email or video conference. It also allows them to stay informed on what is happening
around the world by browsing the internet.
Wireless for long term managed care is a joint effort where we work together.
In engineering and installing your network, GuestLinX can operate independently or in concert with
your IT staff. We are experts at designing fully managed networks that are capable of providing fully
secure connectivity for facility staff and operations, while simultaneously running amenity or pay per
use networks for patients, residents, or visitors. GuestLinX will also help ensure compliance with all
government regulations.
See our PDF: Connected Senior Community for more information.

Healthcare Industry Sees Major Shift to Smarter Wi-Fi
Technology as the Industry Looks to Go Paperless
Shift to Electronic Medical Records, New IP-Based Video Applications and Need for Better Patient
Care Drive Need for More Reliable and Higher Speed Wi-Fi Infrastructure… Read more…

WiFi Use Grows Strongly in Health Care Industry
ABI Research has released a report showing 60 percent growth in the implementation of WiFi in the
health care industry during the past year. With WiFi technology available to patients and health care
practitioners, remote telehealth applications show promise. Read more…
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